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Product Bulletin     Doc. No. 34725A01 
 
Serial numbers with bar code marking 
 

Announcement       STOCKHOLM 2017-09-22 

Interspiro has introduced a new system for serial number marking in order to support full traceability and 
service history of key components. 

The new marking is present on products delivered after 1st September 2017. 

The serial number consist of a first letter defining the type of component (see pictures below), followed by 
two digits for Year, two digits for Calendar week and finally a three digit running number. For example, 
A1737001, means component type A=Apparatus, 17=Year 2017, 37=Calendar week 37 and 001 is the 
running number. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Face Mask 
 
* Bar code label placed on visor frame  
* Serial number starts with “M” 

Complete SCBA & Complete SCUBA 
 
* Bar code label placed on backplate  
* Serial number starts with “A” 

Other complete units, such as E.A.S.E. units, also have 
serial number starting with “A”. 
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Breathing Valve Spiromatic and Divator 
(including Octopus valves) 
 
* Bar code label placed on breathing valve housing  
* Serial number starts with “B” 

 

Cylinder and Cylinder valve assemblies 
 
* Bar code label placed on cylinder  
* Serial number starts with “C” 

 

Breathing Valve S-type and Inspire 
 
* Bar code label placed on breathing valve housing  
* Serial number starts with “B” 

 

Spiroscape 
 
* Bar code label placed on carrying bag  
* Serial number starts with “E” 

 

Cylinder Packs 
 
* Bar code label placed on spacing rod  
* Serial number starts with “C” 
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Note: 

On the outside package of some configurations there is an additional serial number starting with “X” or “Y”. 

This serial number is only used for internal logistic purposes and do not need to be kept for future reference 

 

Regulator unit, Mechanical 
 
* Bar code label placed on manifold block  
* Serial number starts with “R” 

For clarity, picture shows manifold unit only. 

Regulator unit, Electronic 
 
* Bar code label placed on BAC  
* Serial number starts with “R” 

BC and BCW 
 
* Bar code label placed on rail  
* Serial number starts with “H” 

SpiroCom mask unit 
 
* Bar code label placed on inside of housing  
* Serial number starts with “S” 

SpiroCom radio adapter 
 
* Bar code label placed on battery cover  
* Serial number starts with “W” 


